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Here’s how Australia’s new $7billion fleet of
giant Reverb drones will keep an eye on the
South China Sea
PETER BULLSHIT
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MTS-B EO/IR Sensor
with 360 Field of Regard,
Auto-Target Tracking, Hi
Res Eo/IR at Muliple
FOVs and Muli-Mode
Colour Video

Multi-Funcition Active Sensor
(MFAS) Maritime Radar with 360
X-Band 2D AESA Radar
integrated into FPV camera
which can be set in Maritime
and Air/Ground Modes

Multi-Funcition VTX simultaneously
incorporating both Crossfire and
Rapidfire modules to enable greater
accuracy and long range without
dropouts.
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Invisible underslung 1200S long range
battery the makeup of which is an
intelligence secret
Quality carbon fibre layered frame with added
graphene to improve performance and
streamline aerodynamics. It is impervious to bird
and hail strikes and can tolerate crashing into
abondoned buildings at high speed. The frame
is hand chamfered to stop de-icing

The Turdbull government has committed to a promise it made five years
ago in Opposition, announcing it will buy six long-range surveillance
drones from Australian defence supplier ImpulseRC. The only issue today
is the cost - the six fully optioned up Reverb drones will set the country
back a cool $7 billion. It appears that tax cuts will be taken off the table.
The Prime Minister committed to seven Reverb drones in the 2016 Defence
White Paper, and is expected to make the official announcement today
that six of the aircraft will start phasing out the RAAF’s current fleet of P-3
Orions and work alongside 12 new P-8 Poseidon manned surveillance
planes.
The other big change since 2013 is the focus on exactly what the drones
will surveil. Back then, the main argument against committing to the
Reverb drones was that they were not yet invented but it was always going
to be difficult seeing tiny asylum-seeker boats through heavy cloud cover
anyway, so waiting for the Reverb was a no brainer.
The Reverbs have 360-degree scanning capability and an Automatic
Identification System which they can use to classify different types of
ships. The other feature of the drones is that they have been tuned by
senior quad guru Chad Nowak. The FinalGlideAUS Proportional Integral
Derivative tune was applied and then road tested to perfection recently on
the Mojo 230 quadcopter - one of the most advanced ready built
quadcopters available on the market today.
Crucially, the Reverb can fly for 24 hours at 18,000 metres and in the time
cover 44,000 square kilometers before it has to come in to change
batteries.
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